Treasure House
Heritage Open Days Hidden Nature Family Trail
Please stay safe - keep your distance and stick to the one-way
system - thank you.
Enjoy finding the answers together, you don’t need to write them
down.
Ground Floor Foyer
1) Find the image of the bee on the Archive’s window. Count how
many legs this insect has. Bees have one pair of wings. Can you find
an image of an insect with 2 pairs of wings?
Don’t worry if you missed this question on the one-way system, come back in again
at the end to complete it!

First Floor Treasure House Museum
2) Can you find models of animals that used to work very hard on
farms before tractors were invented?
3) Find the painting of Mr William Spencer.
Why is he linked with fruit?

4) Where are the birds eggs? People called Climmers used to climb
down the cliffs and collect them from birds nests. But no-one is
allowed to do this now to keep the birds safe from extinction.
5) Look in the ‘On the Beach’ display case. What very, very old things
can you sometimes find on a beach? It’s as if they’ve magically
turned to stone...

6) Before you leave the museum, leap from rock pool to rock pool!
First Floor Red Gallery
7) Can you see a picture showing people preparing
vegetables? Can you name all the vegetables you see?
8) Can you find artist, Fred Elwell? He’s painted a portrait of himself.
He liked to sit outside amongst nature and paint landscapes when he
went on holiday.
9) What is your favourite painting in this room? Chose one that
includes something from nature like an animal, a landscape or a
beautiful sky.
10) Look up at the ceiling. What can you see from the natural world?
Can you also spot one of your 5 - a - day almost hidden in the
decoration?

11) Look at the very large painting of
cattle. Can you moo like these cows?

12) Hickory dickory dock...what ran up the clock? This one is wooden.
Got an under 5 in your family? Would you like to do a Creative Families Award?
Now that you’ve discovered lots of new things during this trail you could go home
and make something with your under 5, inspired by what you’ve seen. Share your
artwork by emailing an image of it (please don’t include your child) to
Lucy.cooke@eastriding.gov.uk and provide the name, age of your under 5 and your
postcode. We will then be able to congratulate you on your wonderful achievement
and email your certificate!
For more information visit www.eastridingmuseums.co.uk

